Kentucky Habitat Projects in Active Floodplain of the Lower Mississippi River

Legend
- Levee
- Public Land
- Wetland Reserve
- Active Floodplain
- LMRCC Restoration Site

Project Focus Category
1. Create, rehabilitate and diversify secondary channels
2. Restore and diversify floodplain water bodies
3. Augment aquatic connectivity with the floodplain
4. Tributary enhancement
5. Create/rehabilitate wetlands
6. Enhance main channel habitat diversity
7. Enhance terrestrial habitat
8. Improve recreational access

Project List
KY1: Mayfield Creek
KY2: Upper Island 1 Dikes Backwater
KY5: Putney Bend Dikes
MO3KY4: Islands 2, 3, and 4
KY7: Wolf Island Secondary Channel
MO5KY8: Channel Behind Wolf Island
KY9: Lower Wolf Island Bar
KY11MO9: Three State Towhead/Island 7 & 8
MO10KY13: Bend of Island 8
KY14: Kentucky Pt. Dikes
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